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For everything there is a season — and beer is no exception. Best-selling author Randy Mosher
leads you on a delicious tour of beer-tasting opportunities throughout the year, guiding you
through all the best seasonal beer releases and festivals. Discover which beers are best to drink
on warm spring afternoons or icy winter nights, and learn to make the most out of Craft Beer
Week and Oktoberfest. Fun, fresh, and full of insider information, Beer for All Seasons will have
you enjoying the varied delights of your favorite beverage year-round.

"A triumph … If you’re going to own just one beer book, this is it.”— All About Beer“Contains an
incredible volume of useful and engaging information and visuals.” — Beer Connoisseur"A
cornucopia of beer imagery and information for today's beer drinker."— Ray Daniels, Founder
and Director, Cicerone Certification Program"A new Randy Mosher book is a reason to
celebrate. No other current writer is able to make the immensity of the beer world so easy to
grasp."— Jeff Alworth, author of The Beer Bible and The Beer Tasting Toolkit“Mosher has
mastered the art of beer storytelling. A great gift for the beer lover in your life, all year long.”—
Charles Finkel, The Pike Brewing Company --This text refers to the paperback
edition.Review“Mosher has mastered the art of beer storytelling. A great gift for the beer lover in
your life, all year long.” ― Charles Finkel, The Pike Brewing Company --This text refers to the
paperback edition.From the Back CoverDRINK LIFE BETTERRandy Mosher, a nationally
recognized authority on beer appreciation, is your companion for a year-long tour of discovery
that opens up new tasting options for everything from mowing the lawn -- try a Belgian
farmhouse beer! -- to tucking into the Thanksgiving turkey -- a clean blond doppelbock balances
that rich meal. Along the way, Mosher highlights beer festivals, suggests holiday gifts, and even
outlines a full year of beer-centric travel. The world of beer is broad and varied; explore all the
possibilities. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorRandy Mosher is a
writer, lecturer, and creative consultant on beer and brewing worldwide. He is the author of
Tasting Beer, Beer For All Seasons, Radical Brewing, and Mastering Homebrew. He is active in
the leadership of the Chicago Beer Society, the American Homebrewers Association, and the
Brewers Association. He is also a partner in and the creative director for 5 Rabbit Cerveceria, a
brewery in Bedford Park, Illinois. He lives in Chicago, Illinois.--This text refers to the paperback
edition.Read more
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ForewordBeer for Seasons, Seasons for BeersThis, at its core, is a subject I simultaneously
embrace and find myself at odds with.You see, a part of me loves the idea of seasonality in beer.
I get to look forward to different flavor profiles coming and going with the leaves on the trees.
And yet another part of me simply wants to drink any beer at any time I damn well please.Before
the craft-brewing revolution (and still today), where were some of the most famous strong stouts
brewed? Why, they were all brewed in colder-climate countries, of course. Who wants to drink a
7% stout in a hot and humid climate? No one!Oh really? That’s not the case at all, my friends. In
fact, I fibbed to you just a few sentences ago. I intentionally set you up to nod in agreement at a
false statement. The truth is that before the craft-brewing revolution some of the most famous
stronger stouts (strong by pre-craft-brewing standards, that is) were brewed and sold in hot and
humid countries. Lion Stout comes from Sri Lanka. Face-meltingly hot and humid Southeast
Asia has three major brands of 7%+ stouts. Dragon Stout, from Jamaica, comes in at 7.5%
ABV.I’ve often heard newly minted beer enthusiasts state with great authority that there are few
greater beer faux pas than drinking a stout when the thermometer goes above 60°F. They
proclaim this without realizing that in much of the world a strong stout is not considered a
seasonal beer. Hell, in those countries I mentioned they drink a (comparatively) large amount of
strong stout and yet they barely even have seasons!In some respects, the seasonality effect is
quite similar to the origin effect. In short, nothing more than marketing hype that trades in the
currency of imagined attributes over actual attributes and differentiation. Now before you write
this off as just another curmudgeonly Gregism, intent on ruining the warm and fuzzies that some
folks get when they buy into these marketing schemes, stick with me here for a moment, and I’ll
explain.Origin effect, or the imagination of it, is no better represented than in this question I
sometimes like to ask at Japanese restaurants: What exactly is it about a beer brand that was



started by Americans with a German brewer in Japan, later sold to the Japanese, and now
brewed in Los Angeles, California, that makes said beer go better with sushi? Answer: the fact
that people perceive it as a Japanese beer. There’s no actual demonstrative thing that makes
that beer go better with that food.Perhaps that’s why my favorite sushi restaurant in San Diego
County focuses simply on hiring sushi chefs with talent and dedication, rather than by their
ethnicity. That, and they also only serve sustainable fish. And they also focus on craft beer. And
organic local produce. In other words, they focus on doing an excellent job, rather than just
playing into preconceived notions by some customers as to what a sushi restaurant should be.
No wonder it’s a fantastic place.And that, my friends, is the rub. Focus on excellence, as Randy
does in his through-the-year survey of craft beers, and all else falls into place. Focus on image,
and you’ll be wading in shallower waters. And what’s the fun in that? Shallow waters are for
toddlers.The best of all worlds? Well, that’s in this delightful tome covering the occurrences
when season, authenticity, and good taste all find themselves saddled up to the bar or dinner
table at the same time.Cheers,Greg KochCEO and cofounder Stone Brewing Co.Stone Brewing
World Bistro & Gardens

All human life once revolved around the seasons. There was no other way. Nature dominated;
our forebears had to adapt or be left behind. Each year was a grand cycle of migrations, fertility,
hardship, and renewal. There was prey to be stalked, fruit to be gathered, and gods to appease.
Being in tune with the seasons was a matter of life and death for these early people.As our
ancestors came down from the hills and settled into an agricultural existence on the fertile
riverbanks, they gained some measure of control, but the new way of life did not diminish the
importance of the seasons. Crops had to be timed to the rain and the sun, and the animals they
sheltered had their own seasonal patterns. People looked to the heavens for guidance,
reciprocating with rituals and offerings to ensure the smooth workings of the cosmos. To this day,
religion remains highly connected to the cyclical flow of time and the events it hopes to conjure
to fruition. It’s embedded in our spiritual DNA.During the birth of agricultural life about 10,000
years ago, beer appeared. It is not precisely known what role it played in our own domestication,
but having a ready supply of alcohol must have been an irresistible incentive to settle down and
abandon the nomadic life. Beyond its obvious charms, beer appears to have been used as an
incentive to draw people together for periodic feasts and festivals, building prestige for their
hosts and helping to connect widespread communities into tribes and nations through trade, the
exchange of ideas, matchmaking, and general merrymaking. It would appear that the beer bash
is nearly as old as beer itself. In some ways, beer retains its social power, as is evident during
any beer festival today.A little thirst-quenching was once critical for bringing in the harvest.As an
agricultural product, beer ebbed and flowed with the seasons in well-defined ways. At harvest
time, new malt and other ingredients such as hops became available for brewing. Each
component of beer has a specific rhythm: cultivation, ripening, harvesting, processing into
storage, and its ultimate use in the brew pot. Some ingredients — especially hops — are



perishable and start to fade as soon as they are picked, making the first beers of the brewing
season something special.Fast-maturing small beers were enjoyed as summer
refreshment.While the new plants were growing, it was hot, and as a result, summer was never a
desirable time for brewing. There was no one available to brew anyway, because most of the
available workers were needed in the fields. Summer’s warmth makes it difficult to conduct clean
fermentations, and this problem is exacerbated by large amounts of wild microbes wafting
through the air. Except for the British Isles, where temperatures were a bit cooler, summer
brewing in Europe was often restricted — sometimes by force of law — to weak, fast-maturing
small beers intended solely to be enjoyed as summer refreshment and a source of safe, potable
water.For most of Europe, full-strength beers were brewed only in the period between October
and March or April, when cooler temperatures encouraged a slow, clean fermentation with a
long maturation period for the stronger beers. Such beers were sometimes named for the month
of their brewing. In England, “October beer” was the hoppy, amber strong ale most famously
brewed on country estates and aged for a year or more before being served. Brewed with little
regard for expense from the freshest hops and malt on private estates, it was universally
considered the best beer in Britain. After months of small beer, brewers would have been thrilled
to get back to the business of brewing real beer, so October beer was quite special. Similar
“March beers” were brewed, but these were thought somewhat inferior, as the hops had lost a
little of their freshness in the interim.Germany still brews Märzen beers, most typically
associated with Oktoberfest; bières de Mars may be found in France and Belgium. Both are
named for the month of March and have their origins in spring-brewed beers that were aged, or
lagered, in cool cellars through the summer. Märzen was tapped for harvest festivals and
became the beery core of Munich’s Oktoberfest nearly from its beginning in 1810.These harvest-
related specialties were just part of the cycle of beer. Through the depths of winter and well into
spring, strong beers came to the table after a long conditioning period. The English term winter
warmer sums up these beers perfectly, and in the chilly days before central heating, the term
was no mere metaphor.Much of life in preindustrial Europe revolved around the religious
calendar, and some traditional styles reflect this. In Germany, the promise of spring and perhaps
the bending of some religious rules surrounding Lenten fasting produced the flesh-sustaining
strong lager doppelbock. As spring arrives, we see celebratory Easter beers in northern Europe,
followed by the balanced beauty of German maibock. And with or without religion, on that first
warm day the picnic tables come out and with them the luminously hazy hefeweizen, Berliner
Weisse, or Belgian witbier, as well as other summer beers that will sustain and refresh us until
the cycle begins again.With all these traditions, it’s clear that seasonality in beer was not a whim
but a functional necessity, deeply embedded into the social fabric of the day. Technology has
empowered us to ignore the reality outside our windows, but it is not that much fun to live our
lives totally cocooned. No matter how much “progress” we have made, we still enjoy the cycle of
the seasons, as they bring variety and create special moments and seasonal products to look
forward to, especially an ever-changing selection of beers to drink.Mardi Gras has been a



drinking occasion for ages.The Purposes of BeerRefreshing, sustaining, convivial, and
delicious, beer has served many roles almost from the very beginning, sustaining us in many
ways — “meat and drink and cloth” as the English put it. Even the ancient Sumerians had small
(low-alcohol) everyday beer and medium-strength table beer as well as luxury beers and even a
special lower-calorie beer called eb-la, literally meaning “lessens the waist.”And so it has been
for most of beer’s history, right up until modern times, when scale and efficiency dictated that a
single type of beer — yellow, fizzy, and easy to drink — would suit everybody’s needs, not just
for mowing the lawn but for every other occasion as well. Fortunately, things have changed.
There are abundant choices available almost everywhere, and more are coming as the
revolution spreads. Craft beer is booming even in places that were quite recently utter beer
deserts, so in today’s world you have no excuse for not drinking with the seasons. But at any
given moment, what do you really want?Egyptians offer beer and wine to a Syrian guest. Painted
limestone. 18th dynasty, c. 1350 BCEOutdoor activities in the heat of summer call for light, tangy,
and refreshing beers. Despite the surge of strong, bitter beers from many craft brewers, there is
a counter trend that focuses on more session-friendly beers to enjoy by the gulp rather than the
sip. It takes a little more cleverness to create a delicate, refreshing beer that still delivers a lot of
flavor, but it can be done, as anyone who has ever had a beer in England, Germany, Belgium, or
the Czech Republic knows. Brewers have tricks for making a modest beer seem more flavorful.
Great-quality malts and some fine hop aromas are one way, and that gets you into pilsner, bitter,
or Kölsch territory. The rich and creamy, yet dry, character of wheat has long been the basis of
many summertime beers, from Bavarian hefeweizen to Belgian witbier and a host of less famous
beers that were once beloved throughout the northern regions of continental Europe. A touch of
acidity doesn’t hurt, either, as Berliner Weisse demonstrates.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Another great beer book by Randy Mosher. Some of the beginning
repeats from Tasting Beer book but the rest is different and interesting.”

Sleepy Fox, “More beer.. A very enjoyable book to read. Much of the book was listings of
festivals and happenings during each season which is of less interest to me than reading about
the beer.”

Jack Perdue, “An excellent book for good beer drinking beginners and more mature .... An
excellent book for good beer drinking beginners and more mature beer geeks alike. Great info
on a variety of beer history, styles and other important topics.”

Anjou, “Ideas for Dream Trips. Darn interesting read. Sort of tells you the styles for the seasons,
with Randy's "twist" on styles. The calendar of beer festivals and events for an entire year was
cool - made me dream of taking a sabbatical from work and travelling! Minimal on recipes, but
long on information and events!”

M. Vogel, “book nicely done. Probably better in a book form. book nicely done. Probably better
in a book form, and less so for the kindle version. Feels disjointed between the illustrations and
text.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Nice coffee table read for beer lovers. Pretty good but repetitive if you
own Randy's other books”

Bryan R. Lovejoy, “Great read, make sure you have your favorite brew .... Great read, make sure
you have your favorite brew in hand before starting as Randy takes you on a great tour of beer
Prost/cheers!”

Cliente Ebook Library, “As described. Everything was as described and in good condition.”

The book by Randy Mosher has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 35 people have provided feedback.
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